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Introduction 
First and foremost: Whether you are an Instructor or an Assistant looking to become an 
Instructor, thank you for volunteering to help with the AMC Boston Rock Program. 

We rely on our enthusiastic volunteers to help grow our climbing community and we hope that 
the program will help you meet new climbing partners and keep your skills up-to-date. 

Handbook and Handouts 
This Instructor Handbook is the definitive source of information on how we expect our Rock 
Program Instructors to teach skills within the context of the Rock Program. 

This Handbook is supplemented by one-page Handouts that are provided during Program 
Weekends and on the Rock Program website. These Handouts are meant to be used as 
reminder checklists so that you can be sure you covered all of the necessary topics during a 
Program Weekend. They are abridged and assume that you are familiar with the curriculum 
contained in this Handbook. 

Students receive Student Handbook describing the curriculum, which is also available for you to 
review on the Rock Program website, and a Textbook (currently Freedom of the Hills 9th 
Edition). The Student Handbook asks students to read certain sections of the Textbook prior to 
each Program Weekend and may also contain links to online videos. It may help you as an 
Instructor to better understand what knowledge Students should have prior to the Program 
Weekends if you familiarize yourself with the Textbook and videos. 

Instructor Expectations 
We expect all of our Instructors to be familiar with the techniques in the curriculum in order to 
safely teach our Students. If you are not absolutely comfortable with a technique described in 
this Handbook, perhaps because you learned the technique differently than we instruct it in the 
Rock Program or because it’s a technique you don’t use regularly, please reach out to another 
Instructor and practice it before the program. 

While everyone in the Rock Program needs to be responsible for their own safety we rely 
heavily on our Instructors to keep an eye on what the Students are doing. As new climbers they 
may make frequent simple mistakes. Double check everything. 

In the event of an emergency we also rely on our instructors to follow the Emergency 
Instructions in the Program Rules (contained within this document and on the Handouts) and 
assist within their capabilities including vertical rescue and/or medical assistance when 
necessary. 

Rock Program Instruction Philosophy 
Rock Program’s goal is to teach a core set of skills so that our Students can follow an 
experienced leader on a multi-pitch trad climb and top-rope independently. The Rock Program 
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curriculum and this Handbook focus on teaching that core skill set using currently accepted safe 
practices and will continue to be updated as practices change. 

We acknowledge that in climbing there are often multiple “right” ways to do something and 
some dangerous “wrong” ways. Our instruction attempts to focus on the simplest, safest, and 
most common way of performing a given task, rather than more complex “neat tricks”, while 
warning against common dangerous mistakes and techniques. 

Our Instructors come from a wide variety of backgrounds, this depth of experience is an asset to 
the Rock Program as it allows our students to learn a variety of techniques that can help them 
throughout their future climbing career and we encourage them to learn from different 
Instructors throughout the program for this reason. 

For this reason, we encourage our Volunteers to share their personal knowledge and 
experience with Students but please keep in mind: our Students are trying to absorb a lot of 
information during the Program and may become confused if more advanced techniques and 
“neat tricks” are being mixed in with the basic curriculum. 

As a climber outside of Rock Program you may have personal preferences for how certain tasks 
are performed, including using “less safe” techniques. As a Rock Program Instructor please 
think about whether these conflict with the techniques in the program curriculum before sharing 
them with Students. We want our Students to learn to use good set of safe basic skills by 
default; they can learn alternative techniques as they continue to climb with more experienced 
climbers, gain experience of their own, and make their own choices once they better understand 
the risks involved. 

Instructor Perks 

Freedom of the Hills Discount 
We order the latest edition of Freedom of the Hills each year for our Students and receive a 
50% discount on these bulk orders. The Program Director will reach out to Instructors each year 
prior to the order with the option to buy a personal copy. 

Pro Deals 
The Rock Program currently has an arrangement with a pro-deals website (Outdoor Prolink) that 
offers steep discounts on outdoor gear for our active Instructors. 

At the end of each Rock Program we will submit a roster of that year’s active Instructors who will 
be allowed to use the site for the next year. 

There are some important rules for using this site, please see 
https://www.outdoorprolink.com/topic/membership-rules. 
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Becoming an Instructor 

Prerequisites 
We want our Instructors to be familiar with both the curriculum and the culture of the Rock 
Program and ideally be part of the AMC Boston climbing community. Before applying to become 
an Instructor we ask that you have recently attended the instruction portion of each of the 
Program Weekends (Open Climb Day excluded) as either a Student who has graduated the 
Rock Program or as an Assistant working with an Instructor to teach the Program. 

We also want our Instructors to have ample experience using the skills taught in the Rock 
Program on real life climbs, specifically multi-pitch trad climbs. We are not looking for how long 
you’ve been climbing or how hard a grade you can climb; a relatively new climber who climbs 
dozens of routes each season, even if they’re easy or moderates, may have a better grasp on 
the technical skills than we need for the Rock Program than a long-time climber who only climbs 
a few routes each season. 

And, finally, we want our Instructors to be enthusiastic about teaching the Program. 
Volunteering to stand around all day watching Students try to climb in cold pouring rain isn’t for 
the faint of heart, nor is spending a warm sunny spring weekend in the Quarries instead of on a 
remote crag, but we keep coming back year after year. We hope that you will be committed to 
do the same. 

Application Process 
Each year after the Rock Program the Program Director(s) will reach out to the Instructors to 
see if there are any Assistants that they would recommend for promotion to Instructor and to the 
Assistants to see who among them is interested in becoming an Instructor. 

The Program Director(s) will ask any interested Assistants to complete an application, which will 
give the committee more information about the Candidate’s climbing experience. As mentioned 
above, we are looking for your real-world multi-pitch trad experience. You don’t have to be 
leading hard routes in order to qualify. 

The Rock Program Organizing Committee will review the applications and either accept 
applicants as Instructor Candidates or provide feedback on what to work on before applying 
again. 

Instructor Candidate Process 
Accepted Instructor Candidates will be expected to learn the Rock Program curriculum in detail 
(by reading this Handbook), attend an Instructor Training Session, and work collaboratively with 
Instructor Mentors during the next year’s Rock Program. 

Learning the Curriculum 
This Instructor Handbook is the definitive guide to the Rock Program Curriculum and should be 
reviewed in detail to learn how and why we teach each climbing technique. Keep in mind that for 
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much of the Rock Program’s history the curriculum wasn’t formally documented in detail and the 
curriculum is updated each year as best practices change so you may find that what you read in 
the Instructor Handbook differs from what you’ve seen in the Rock Program previously. If 
something is new to you or doesn’t make sense please reach out to other Instructors or the 
Program Director(s) and ask questions; not being familiar with a few obscure techniques doesn’t 
disqualify you from being an Instructor and continuing your education will help you become a 
better climber. 

Besides the Instructor Handbook there are a series of Volunteer Handouts that are printed and 
made available during the Program Weekends to remind Instructors of what they need to cover 
each day (this includes the main program instruction as well as the program climbs, trad follows, 
and various Stations that are set up throughout the Program). The Handouts omit many details 
so that they will fit on a single page; Instructor Candidates are advised to review the Volunteer 
Handouts as they work their way through the Instructor Handbook to correlate the abridged 
version of the curriculum contained in the Volunteer Handouts with the full curriculum in the 
Instructor Handbook. 

Instructor Candidates should also review the material that the Students will be learning from. 
We want our instruction to build on what they Students may have read or seen prior to the 
Weekends and this will help Instructors be prepared for questions or to explain why we do 
something differently than it was shown in a book or video. 

The definitive source of information on what Students will be learning is the Student Handbook. 
For each of the Program Weekends there will be assignments to read from the textbook 
(currently Freedom of the Hills 9th Ed.), read certain instructional sections contained in the 
Student Handbook, watch specific videos on YouTube, and/or learn certain knots. The Student 
Handbook is available online and, as mentioned previously under Instructor Perks, the textbook 
is available at a discount via the Rock Program. 

Instructor Training 
The goal of the Instructor Training is for each Instructor Candidate to demonstrate that they 
have the teaching skills to impart the Rock Program curriculum on an audience in a coherent 
manner and to have reviewed the entire curriculum as a group. 

Instructor Mentorship 
The goal of Instructor Mentorship is to verify that our Instructor Candidates can handle a group 
of Students including imparting the curriculum, demonstrating techniques, and supervising the 
safe practice of those techniques by Students. 
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Program Rules 
Be responsible for your own and for others’ safety. 

Rock climbing involves certain inherent risks. These are minimized where possible, but climbing 
requires vigilance from all program participants. Each participant is responsible for his or her 
own safety and for the safety of those around them. 

We reserve the right to terminate anyone’s participation in the program due to safety or other 
issues. Harassment of any kind is not tolerated. 

Emergencies 
● If there is a serious accident, call 911 first. 
● For any accident, send someone to get a Weekend Leader. 

○ The Weekend Leader has a more detailed Emergency Procedure to follow as 
well as Emergency Contact and Medical Conditions information that may be 
required. 

● If you have medical or rescue training and can assist during an emergency please make 
the Weekend Leader aware immediately. 

Arrival 
● All volunteers and students must sign in on arrival for a Program Event. 
● All volunteers and students must have signed an AMC Waiver in the current Program 

Year in order to participate in a Program Event. 

Safety 
● Understand the risks involved in rock climbing. 
● Immediately intervene if you observe unsafe behavior, send someone to get a Weekend 

Leader if you can not intervene or if the behavior continues. 
● Helmets are required at all times, whether at the top or bottom of the cliffs. 

○ Helmets must be designed for climbing; other helmets are not allowed. 
● Everyone must be wearing a climbing harness that is attached to an anchor via a locking 

carabiner when approaching the edge of a cliff. 
○ The rule of thumb is to be anchored in whenever the feet are within 1 body length 

of the cliff edge. More distance may be prudent depending on the severity of the 
terrain approaching the edge. 

○ Instructors will demonstrate proper anchoring technique to Students on the first 
day of the Program. 

● Double check knots and harness buckles on yourself and those around you. 
● Be careful not to knock any rocks down the cliffs; there may be someone below. 
● Call “ROCK!” if anything hazardous is dropped over the cliff edge. 
● No soloing (climbing without a rope and belay). 
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Belay & Anchors Saturday 

Notes 
When a Student is belaying they must be backed up by someone holding on to the brake 
strand. We prefer that this backup is an Assistant but this can be another Student as long as 
they understand how an ATC works and how to effectively brake it. 

For some Students this may be their first time belaying, or first time belaying with an ATC 
instead of a GriGri. Emphasize that Students MUST NOT let go of the brake strand EVER. If a 
Student is letting go or is otherwise struggling with the belay throughout the day have them 
practice more. 

Program Rules 
The complete Program Rules are described separately in this Handbook and are also available 
as a Handout during Program Weekends. 

Set a good example for the Students and Assistants by following these rules yourself. You can 
also help Students understand safe techniques by regularly explaining what you’re doing to 
follow these rules, e.g. “I’m attaching myself to the anchor now so I can go near the cliff edge.” 

This is likely the first time at an outdoor crag for most of the Students and it is their first time 
hearing our Program Rules so please go through them in extra detail and make sure all the 
students understand them. The following points elaborate on a few particular points of the 
Program Rules that are important to cover on the first day. 

Helmets 
Emphasize that helmets must be worn on climbs and when near the top or bottom of the cliff. 
They are meant to both protect your head from hitting the rock in a fall and to protect your head 
from things falling on it whether you’re climbing, belaying, or standing around at the bottom of 
the cliff. 

Check your students to make sure their helmets are installed properly. They should be low 
across the forehead, not tipped back. Students often don’t realize that the sliders below the ears 
can be adjusted and this is sometimes the key to tilting a helmet forward to where it should be. 

Anchoring In 
Students are all issued a double length sling at the start of the Rock Program to be used as a 
personal anchor and 2 locking carabiners are part of the required equipment, one of these 
locking carabiners should live on their personal anchor sling. 

Show your Students how to girth hitch their sling through both tie-in loops on their harness, tie 
an overhand knot in the sling to shorten it when necessary, and attach themselves to the anchor 
with their locking carabiner. 
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Students will need to know where on the anchor it is OK to attach to. Show Students how simply 
clipping a carabiner around one leg strand of the anchor so that it runs freely could result in a lot 
of extension or being attached to nothing if that strand or piece of the anchor fails either due to 
abrasion against the rock or that strand being attached to something less solid than it seems. 
Clipping into a loop on the strand (e.g. figure 8 on a bight) reduces these risks. 

A basic rule of thumb is that climbers should be anchored when within one body-length of the 
cliff edge. It is prudent to anchor in further back where there are steep slopes approaching the 
cliff edge but this isn’t usually a concern in the Quarries. Emphasize that students should use 
their judgement and err on the side of caution. 

Rocks and Dropped Objects 
Any time anyone drops or dislodges an object from a cliff that could present a hazard to people 
below (including but not limited to rocks, tree branches, carabiners, and trad protection) that 
person must immediately yell “ROCK!” as sharply and loudly as possible. 

It doesn’t matter what the object was, how it ended up falling, or whether anyone is known to be 
below; the call is always “ROCK!”. This doesn’t require taking time to think about what the object 
is and therefore what to yell and is a universally accepted clear warning that something is falling 
down the cliff face. 

Anyone below who hears a call of “ROCK!”, whether on the cliff face or the ground, should 
immediately shield themselves if possible. On the ground this may be as simple as stepping 
back or off to the side while climbers on the cliff face may be able to duck under an overhang or 
pull themselves in tight to the wall. 

Do not look up in the direction of the call, this exposes the face to the falling object rather than 
the protection of the helmet. Putting one’s arms up over the face and head can also provide 
some extra protection. 

Toprope anchors 

Explain SERENE 
We use the “SERENE” acronym (Solid, Efficient, Redundant, Equalized, No Extension) which is 
what the Students will learn in Freedom of the Hills. 

Many Instructors may be more familiar with “SRENE” (with one less “E”). The additional “E” is 
for “Efficient” as described below. 

If you are instead familiar with “ERNEST” anchors you will notice that “SERENE” is essentially 
the same thing: The “E” for “Efficient” is equivalent to “T” for “Timely” and the rest of the letters 
correspond the same meanings. 

Solid The anchor is attached to something that shouldn’t move, e.g. large live trees, 
heavy rocks that are not perched precariously on a cliff edge, well placed trad gear, 
bolts, etc., any single one of which should be able to support the entire expected 
load of the anchor on their own. 
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Efficient The anchor takes a reasonable amount of time and gear to set up. This is an 
acknowledgement that in real-world situations you may not be able to get all of the 
rest of these items set up perfectly all the time, nor should you waste lots of time 
and gear trying when “good enough” will do. 

Redundant Any single piece of the anchor (slings, webbing, ropes, carabiners) can fail without 
endangering a climber who is hanging on it. 

Equalized The anchor’s load is equally shared (or as close to equal as you can reasonably 
get) between the various pieces of protection it is attached to. 

No 
Extension 

If any piece of the anchor were to fail the master point would not move significantly 
either horizontally or vertically. 

Explain Static vs Dynamic 
Nearly everything piece of gear we use in climbing is static, meaning that it has very low stretch 
(this includes any rope not known to be dynamic and all webbing, slings, carabiners, and 
harnesses). A falling climber attached to anchors solely via static gear will create a sudden high 
shock load when they hit the end of their tether. 

These shock loads are a serious risk when people are attached to an anchor by anything other 
than a climbing rope. A fall of 5’ on a nylon sling can generate enough force to break a climber’s 
back and also risks breaking the anchor points or gear itself which can lead to a ground fall. 
Care must be taken when working around the cliff edge even when anchored and anchor 
tethers should be kept short enough so that a climber can’t take any serious fall onto them. 

The climbing rope itself is dynamic, meaning it stretches to absorb impacts (usually in the range 
of 30% in a high factor fall). We usually attach the climber to the anchor via a dynamic rope to 
prevent shock loads on both the anchor and thereby reducing the chances of breaking anyone 
or anything. 

Students should be aware that ropes come in both Static and Dynamic flavors and there is no 
easy way to tell them apart “in the wild” just by looking at them. They must know and keep track 
of what type of rope they are dealing with. 

Our Rock Program Gear Bags contain 2 long dynamic ropes and 1 shorter static rope so for our 
purposes only they can be distinguished based on length. 

Students should be advised that we use static webbing, slings, and ropes to build the anchor 
because we don’t want any of that material stretching over the cliff edge as it is loaded and 
unloaded, this repeated stretching could saw into the material. The climbing rope can be 
allowed to stretch because it is rigged out over the cliff edge away from things that would saw 
into it as it stretches (hopefully). 

Anchor Leg Angles 
As the angle between the legs of an anchor increase the force on each strand and the 
protection they’re attached to increase as well. When both anchor strands are in-line (0º) the 
force on each will be 50% of the load. This slowly increases up to 58% on each strand at 60º. 
Above 60º the loads start increasing to 71% at 90º and 100% at 120º. Beyond 120º the loads 
skyrocket. The goal should be to keep the angle below 60º. 
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This phenomenon can be demonstrated by having 2 Students hold the ends of a piece of 
webbing with a weight (e.g. a backpack) attached in the middle. Have the Students start side by 
side with the weight hanging directly below their hands (angle approaching 0º) and then start 
moving apart to feel how the forces increase. 

Note that although the angle should be kept below 60º this doesn’t mean that an angle of 0º is 
ideal. In many cases (especially when the master point is near an arête or offset from the 
protection) there needs to be some angle to keep the master point located in a particular spot 
rather than free to pendulum around. 

Other Safety Tips 
Students should be told about the finer points of anchor building: 

● Never cross-load, gate-load, or 3-way load a carabiner. 
● The gate must be shut for the carabiner to safely support weight. 

○ This means facing gates away from the rock where applicable so they will not be 
opened under tension. 

● Carabiners and other metal must not be placed where they can be bent over edges 
under tension. 

● Moving ropes must always go through metal (carabiners, quick links, chains, rap rings), 
not webbing, slings, or other ropes due to the risk of melting. 

● Webbing, slings, and ropes should not be placed directly through sharp bolt hangers, 
they should only go through rounded gear (carabiners, quick links, chains, rap rings, 
most glue-ins). 

○ There are a few bolt hangers and glue-ins scattered around the Quarries so you 
can take a short field trip to show the Students what you’re talking about. 

● Knots create weak points in the material they’re tied in, less knots are better than more 
knots. 

Building a Top-Rope Anchor 
Help the Students build 2 top-rope anchors to demonstrate the SERENE principles described 
above. 

The goal of the anchor is to use static gear to create a “master point” over the cliff edge where 
the dynamic climbing rope will pass through, leaving it free to run without rubbing on sharp 
surfaces. 

It’s critical that the climbing rope does not run on sharp surfaces but care should also be taken 
to keep the static gear off sharp edges as well whenever possible. 

Running with the theme of “Efficient”, the simplest top-rope anchor to build in New England 
usually involves one piece of static rope, 2 locking carabiners, and 2 burly trees. 

● Each end of the rope should be tied around its own stout tree with a bowline. 
○ Encourage students to wrap the rope around the tree twice before tying the 

bowline, this helps prevent the rope sawing into the tree’s bark. 
● 2 figure-8-on-a-bights should be tied in the middle of the rope to be used together as a 

master point. 
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● 2 opposite and opposed locking carabiners should be put through the master point. 

Show how alternatives can be built using webbing, slings, and other gear when the local 
geography doesn’t allow for a simple static rope anchor or when a static rope of sufficient length 
is unavailable. At a minimum this should cover: 

● Girth hitching trees 
● Tying webbing together with water knots 
● Joining slings together with girth hitches 

Go through the anchors you’ve built together and demonstrate how they meet the SERENE 
requirement. 

Importance of Gear Care and Handling 
Most climbing gear will come with a manufacturer instruction booklet (also usually available 
online) which should be reviewed so that gear can be safely stored, maintained, used, 
inspected, and retired. The following general guidance is applicable to most climbing gear. 

Most climbing soft goods (ropes, slings, webbing, harnesses, etc.) are made of nylon which is 
weaker while wet so ropes and other gear should be kept dry when possible. This is not a 
permanent impact, their full strength will be restored once they dry out. 

Nylon will be permanently damaged by some common household chemicals (bleach, car battery 
fumes) and UV light (including sunlight) so they should be stored carefully. Soft goods also have 
a finite lifespan, usually 1 year under heavy use, 5 years of light use, and 10 years even if 
unused. 

Any grit that makes its way into the core of the rope can abrade the fibers and weaken it as it is 
used. Students should take care to avoid stepping on the rope and keep it coiled up out of the 
way when not in use to prevent this. There is also a lot of broken glass and other debris at 
Quincy Quarries, this should be avoided as well. 

Metal gear (carabiners, quick links, rap rings, etc.) can be invisibly damaged if they are dropped. 
Any gear that falls on a hard surface from more than 5 feet in height is suspect. 

Most climbing gear is made of aluminum which doesn’t corrode easily but some gear is made of 
steel and all gear should be kept dry and safe from chemicals that could cause accelerated 
corrosion. 

When in doubt, gear should be retired, especially ropes, harnesses, and personal anchor 
tethers which are not redundant unlike our anchor systems. 

Belaying preliminaries 

Belay devices 
We teach the Program using tubular belay devices (e.g. ATCs) in order to reinforce good belay 
habits. 
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There are concerns in the climbing community that belayers who learn on an assisted belay 
device (e.g. GriGri) may be over-reliant on the assisted braking function and do not practice 
good belay technique. There are situations where the assisted braking function may not activate 
or may deactivate unexpectedly at which point proper belay technique, as used on a tubular 
device, would be critical. 

It is also difficult to feed rope out of an assisted belay device when belaying a leader without 
intentionally defeating the assisted braking functionality. There are many unsafe ways to do this. 
As a result, belaying a leader with an assisted device is considered an advanced skill that we 
don’t cover in the Rock Program. 

Belay Technique 
The Rock Program (as with nearly every climbing gym) expects students to use the 
“Pull-Brake-Under-Slide” belay method with the brake hand “palm down” (so that the arm is in a 
natural position, not twisted, when in the brake position. 

Some climbers may have learned to belay “palm up” and/or with the “Slip-Slap-Slide” technique. 
This technique can be used to pull rope in faster but to avoid confusing Students with 2 different 
belay techniques we exclusively teach PBUS. 

Climbing Voice Signals 
There are many climbing voice signals but we want to keep the students focused on a core 
universal set: 

● Climber: ON BELAY? Belayer: BELAY (is) ON 
● Climber: CLIMBING! Belayer: CLIMB AWAY or CLIMB ON 
● Climber: OFF BELAY!Belayer: BELAY (is) OFF 
● Climber: Up Rope Belayer: *takes in slack from the rope* 
● Climber: Slack Belayer: *feeds slack to the climber* 
● Climber: Take Belayer: *takes the climber tight on the rope* 
● Climber: Ready to Lower Belayer: Lowering *lowers the climber* 
● Climber: FALLING! Belayer: *brake position, prepares to catch a fall* 

It must be emphasized that from the moment the belayer says “Belay On” to the moment the 
climber clearly calls “Off Belay!” the belayer is responsible for catching any climber falls. This 
means that their brake hand must never leave the brake strand, even for a moment, and their 
attention must be on their climber. 

In a noisy environment where other climbers are also making calls (like the environment at the 
Rock Program) Students should be encouraged to precede calls and responses with each 
others’ names to avoid confusion. 

Safety checks 
Everyone makes mistakes and it’s easy to get distracted and forget some critical task when 
getting everything put together to start a climb. Immediately before starting the climb (ideally the 
very last thing that happens before “On Belay?”) the climbing partners should check each 
others’ equipment. This includes: 
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● All 3 (and sometimes 4) buckles on the harness are buckled correctly (doubled back if 
necessary). 

○ Usually this means the waist buckle and 2 leg buckles but some harnesses have 
a 2nd waist buckle. 

○ Make a point of showing both the single and double plate style buckles and how 
they work. 

● The climber is tied in through both loops of their harness with a correctly tied Figure-8 
and a Fisherman’s Backup. 

○ The Fisherman’s Backup is just to use up the tail of the rope and isn’t a safety 
item on its own but that’s the technique we teach during Rock Program and it’s 
what nearly all climbing gyms will look for as well. Omitting the backup knot or 
using an alternative finish (e.g. the “Yosemite Finish”) is allowed as long as the 
tail is at least 2 fists long. 

○ The figure-8 knot should be reasonably tight up against the harness, certainly not 
far enough away to smack the climber’s face if they fall. 

● The other end of the rope is tied to the belayer, properly as described above, or is 
knotted to prevent it being pulled through the belay device. 

● The rope is properly threaded through the belay device, including through the carabiner, 
and the carabiner is locked. 

○ One potentially catastrophic mistake that is easy to make is to put the rope 
through the belay device but not actually clip it into the carabiner. In a fall the 
rope would pop out of the belay device and they belayer would be unable to 
catch a fall. 

● Both the climber and belayer are attached to the same rope. 

Anchored Belayers 
Whether or not to anchor a belayer will be situation dependent. 

The belayer should always be anchored if the belay is on steep or unstable terrain where the 
belayer could fall and be injured or pull the climber off. This obviously covers small belay ledges 
part-way up multi-pitch climbs but may also cover belays from the bottom of the cliff depending 
on the approach (e.g. steep 3rd or 4th class terrain below the belay, loose ground cover, high 
exposure). 

Belayers who weigh significantly less than their climber may also prefer to be anchored in so 
that they aren’t pulled high off the ground or into the wall during a lead fall. This could lead to 
the belayer losing control of the belay when impacting the wall or knocking trad gear out of the 
wall. 

Leaving the belayer un-anchored when the terrain permits allows the belayer to move around to 
keep the rope out of the climbers way, create or absorb slack on the rope by moving towards or 
away from the cliff, make a softer catch by absorbing energy with their body, and dodge any 
rocks or debris coming down the cliff. 

Generally it is best to leave the belayer unanchored when the terrain permits. 
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Toprope belay from the bottom of the cliff with a belay device 
Prepare 2 slingshot top-ropes (both ends of the climbing ropes on the ground, using the 
SERENE top-rope anchors constructed earlier). and explain to students that this is usually the 
most convenient setup for top-roping. Many will already be familiar with if from climbing gyms. 

Set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn to belay and climb using this top-rope setup. 
Each climber must take and each belayer must catch a “surprise” fall. The climber can continue 
to the top of the climb after this fall if they so choose. The belayer must lower the climber back 
to the ground instead of having them top out. 

The goal of the falls is two-fold: to build trust in the rope system for climbers and to demonstrate 
to the belayers what catching a fall feels like. Some gyms have their top-ropes wrapped twice 
around large drums at the top of their walls so experienced gym belayers may be surprised at 
how different it feels to catch a fall with the rope only passing through a pair of carabiners. 

Top-managed belays 
When discussing top-managed belays it may be easiest to first show belaying with a redirect. 
Belaying with a redirect is mechanically identical to a normal slingshot top-rope except that the 
belayer is much closer to the master point and will likely be anchored as they may be on or over 
the cliff edge. This may help the Students understand that the mechanics of belaying from the 
top aren’t all that different from the bottom. 

Explain the drawbacks of this approach: The belayer may be pulled up into the anchor during a 
fall potentially jamming the belay device or brake hand in the anchor. The forces on the anchor 
are doubled compared to other types of top-belays because the anchor has to support both the 
weight of the climber and the counter-weight of the belayer. Escaping a belay is also much more 
difficult if the need arises. 

From there move to a top belay direct off the harness. This setup often puts the belayer in an 
awkward position but can be used when the terrain favors it over a redirect. This method does 
not have the risk of pulling the belayer into the anchor or multiply the force on the anchor but the 
belayer will be pulled down towards the climber during a fall which can be uncomfortable at best 
and can painfully pin the belayer between the rope and rock. 

Finally, show a belay direct off the anchor with a münter hitch. If you have a GriGri you can and 
should demonstrate it as well. This setup will often be the most comfortable for the belayer, 
depending on the cliff, and should be the default. This method will not put unexpected forces on 
the belayer (because the load is all transmitted directly to the anchor) or multiply the force on 
the anchor. 

Be sure to point out that special care needs to be taken when lowering a climber direct off the 
anchor: the brake strand on a münter hitch or ATC (especially in guide mode) must be backed 
up with a friction hitch (e.g. autoblock) and the brake strand of a grigri must be redirected either 
using a specialized carabiner like the Petzl Freino or a standard carabiner clipped to the anchor. 

We avoid teaching the Students top-belaying using belay devices in “Guide Mode”. This is 
because properly setting up a guide mode device to safely lower a climber is complex (for a 
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Rock Program Student) and there are many ways to do it incorrectly. There are also failure 
modes where a guide mode device will not automatically lock during a fall. 

Toprope belay from the top of the cliff using Münter hitch 
Prepare the top-ropes for a belay direct off the anchor with a münter hitch. 

As done previously, set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn to belay and climb using 
this setup.  

Each climber must take and each belayer must catch a “surprise” fall. The climber can continue 
to the top of the climb after this fall if they so choose. 

The belayer must lower the climber back to the ground instead of having them top out. When 
lowering a climber on a münter hitch the brake strand must be backed up with a friction hitch 
(autoblock). 

OPTIONAL: Toprope belay from the top using a redirect 
Prepare the ropes for a redirected belay with the belayer hanging off the anchor just below the 
cliff edge. 

As done previously, set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn to belay and climb using 
this setup. 

There are no requirements for surprise falls or lowering climbers as this is an optional skill but 
these can be helpful for students experience how this system differs from others. 

OPTIONAL: Assisted braking device (e.g. a GriGri) 
Prepare the ropes for belay with an assisted braking device. This can be done either from the 
ground or direct off the anchor. 

There are many assisted (and some automatic) braking devices on the market now and each 
has their own quirks. We will cover some details for the ever-popular GriGri but what applies to 
this device may not be suitable for other devices. Students should be directed to become 
familiar with the proper use of their equipment before using it (this applies to guide mode belay 
devices as well as grigris and other similar products). 

Be sure to explain the proper technique for: 

● Checking manufacturer’s instructions for proper and safe use of your specific device. 
● Check rope compatibility 
● Loading the rope into the device 
● Braking 
● Pulling in slack 
● Paying out slack 
● Defeating the assisted braking mechanism to let out lots of slack. 
● Lowering 
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Given the popularity of the Petzl GriGri family and how often they are misused, here are some 
resources and common mistakes: 

● Petzl video on how to use a GriGri properly and dangerous techniques to avoid: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHdqjjyeTtg 

○ Note the proper hand position for “Paying Out Slack Quickly” starting at 3:20.  
● OR/AMGA video on belaying from the top with a GriGri 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_f61vUEXTo 
○ Note the brake strand of a grigri must be redirected prior to lowering in order to 

maintain control of the belay as shown in the video starting at 0:56. This can be 
accomplished by using a specialized carabiner (Petzl Freino as shown in the 
video) or clipping a standard carabiner to the anchor and passing the brake 
strand through it. 

As done previously, set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn to belay and climb using 
this setup. Some Students may be familiar with GriGris from their gym climbing experience, this 
could still be a useful exercise as they may not have had to load the rope into one and may not 
know the correct technique for feeding slack quickly or belaying and lowering from the top. 

There are no requirements for surprise falls or lowering climbers as this is an optional skill but 
these can be helpful for students experience how this system differs from others. 
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Belay & Anchors Sunday 

Notes 
When a Student is belaying they must be backed up by someone holding on to the brake 
strand. We prefer that this backup is an Assistant but this can be another Student as long as 
they understand how an ATC works and how to effectively brake it. 

If a Student is letting go of the brake strand or is otherwise struggling with the belay throughout 
the day have them practice more. 

Instructors should bring their trad racks with them for this day. Try to bring a wide variety of 
different types of protection but at the very least: nuts, cams, tri-cams, a nut tool, and an alpine 
draw. 

Program Rules 
The complete Program Rules are described separately in this Handbook and are also available 
as a Handout during Program Weekends. 

Set a good example for the Students and Assistants by following these rules yourself. You can 
also help Students understand safe techniques by regularly explaining what you’re doing to 
follow these rules, e.g. “I’m attaching myself to the anchor now so I can go near the cliff edge.” 

Take the time to reinforce the rules that the Students heard for the first time yesterday. 

Toprope Anchors 
Repeat the basic SERENE top-rope anchor rules that Students heard for the first time 
yesterday. 

Let Students try to build the anchors with minimal assistance, sometimes failure can be the best 
teacher. 

Belaying technique 
Repeat the basic belaying rules that Students heard for the first time yesterday. 

Body belay 

Situations 
Body Belays are typically used to belay from above on 3rd or 4th class terrain. This can be 
helpful when one climber is more comfortable than the other on steep exposed terrain or if one 
climber is exhausted or injured. 
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Students may not be familiar with the full Yosemite Decimal System for rating the difficulty of a 
route, even if they do climb in a gym and recognize that all climbing grades start with “5.” for 
some mysterious reason, so this is a good time to explain it: 

● Class 1: Walking or hiking 
● Class 2: Simple scrambling with possible use of hands for balance 
● Class 3: Exposed scrambling with necessary handholds 
● Class 4: Simple climbing 
● Class 5: Technical free climbing 

○ Subdivided by appending a difficulty number, e.g. “5.8”. 
○ Further subdivided by appending“A-D” at 5.10 and above (e.g. “5.12C”). 
○ Optionally subdivided by appending “-” or “+” at 5.9 and below (e.g. “5.8+”). 

● Class 6: Aid climbing (obsolete, replaced by appending A/C0-5 to the free climbing 
difficulty, e.g. “5.9 C2”) 

Technique and Anchoring 
For teaching purposes this should not actually be conducted on 4th class terrain, use level 
ground or a slight incline where a fall will be safe. 

Find a stance where the Students will have good footholds to brace against while facing 
“downhill” and a convenient anchor close by behind them. The anchor can be a sling or rope 
tied around a piece of natural protection, a bolt, or trad gear. 

The rope should be run from the brake hand, around the back of the waist, and then through the 
guide hand to the climber. The anchor tether must be on the same side of the waist as the guide 
hand. 

It can be useful to demonstrate what happens if the anchor tether is on the same side as the 
brake hand (the force of a falling climber will try to spin the belayer out of position, potentially 
compromising the belay). 

Student Body Belays 
Set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn performing and being belayed by a body 
belay. The “climber” must take a “fall” (keep in mind this is on level ground so have them lean 
back suddenly and forcefully into their harness) so that the belayer can feel the mechanics of 
the belay system. 

Lead belaying 

Cardinal Rules 
The most important rule, as with all belays, is to maintain control of the belay at all times. The 
brake hand should never come off the brake strand while the belay is on. 

Unlike top-roping, where some climbers may like a very tight belay, slack must be maintained in 
a lead belay. The leader will often be climbing above their last piece of protection and may 
make sudden moves that require quite a bit of rope. If that slack is not available the leader could 
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be “short roped”, halted in mid-move when they hit the end of the rope which can cause them to 
fall. 

Similarly, the belayer must be sure that their belay stance is secure. If the belayer slips and falls 
they could yank the climber off the wall. Depending on the terrain at the base of the climb this 
could be a good reason to have the belayer anchored in. 

In a lead climbing scenario, especially multi-pitch, the leader will often need to come off belay 
far from, and potentially out of sight of, the belayer. This is unlike top-rope belays where the 
climber is almost always standing next to the belayer when they want to come of belay. 
Communication is key here and the belayer needs to be absolutely certain that the climber 
wants to be taken off belay before actually taking the belay off. This is discussed more in the 
Student Handbook but boils down to having a contingency plan before leaving the ground which 
may be different for each climb. 

Lead Belay Demonstration 
Set up a lead belay (you can have an assistant actually climb on lead if you have the gear and 
they have the skills, set up a mock lead with an assistant on “lead” with one rope (not actually 
clipping gear) while backed up by a top-rope, or have an assistant pull the rope through the 
anchors from the ground as if they’re climbing up the wall. 

Show the proper amount of slack in the rope. People are commonly told to look for a “smile” in 
the rope. Another technique is to keep the rope coming out of the belay device pointing 
horizontal, not up or down at all. Really it comes down to getting a feel for the right amount of 
slack, with the goal of giveing the leader enough to make a move while still minimizing the 
distance they would fall. 

Point out that the leader will potentially need lots of slack to clip a piece of gear placed over their 
head and that this is one of the most vulnerable moments for them (they are potentially high 
above their last piece of protection, may have more slack out on top of that to reach a piece of 
gear above their head, and are hanging on with one hand to make the clip). Slack should be 
paid out quickly and then pulled back in quickly after the clip is made. 

When a climber is below their last piece of protection the belay can be brought in tight, as with a 
top-rope belay, but this is only really useful when the belayer can see the climber to avoid 
short-roping them once they move above the protection. 

If a climber shouts “Watch Me!” this is a good indication that they are about to make a risky 
move and could fall. The belayer should NOT pull all the slack out of the rope as this could 
cause short-roping, instead they should make sure they have an appropriate amount of slack 
and be prepared to catch the fall. 

Closing the System 
A major risk in lead climbing is the end of the rope slipping through the belay device leaving the 
leader unprotected. This can happen on a multi-pitch climb if the leader misses a belay ledge 
and continues climbing until the belayer runs out of rope or on a single-pitch climb if the belayer 
is lowering the leader with a rope that is too short to reach from the ground to the anchor and 
back to the ground again. 
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This is a potential concern even on relatively short single-pitch climbs where the rope seems like 
it should be long enough: A climbing route may meander around the cliff face eating up rope 
length turning a rope that would be just long enough into a rope that is a little too short. 

This can be prevented by “closing the system”, making it impossible for the end of the rope to 
pass through the belay device. On a multi-pitch climb this usually involves having the 
belayer/follower tie the rope into their harness before the climber starts up the first pitch. This 
also allows the climber and belayer to check each others’ tie-in knots. On a single-pitch climb, or 
on a multi-pitch climb where there is something preventing the belayer/follower from tying in, this 
can also be accomplished by putting a knot in the end of the rope. A barrel knot is suggested for 
the purpose but a figure 8 also works or the rope can be tied off to something, such as a rope 
tarp. 

Student Belays 
Set up a rotation such that each student gets a turn belaying a simulated lead climb. 

You can set up a mock lead with an assistant on “lead” with one rope (not actually relying on the 
lead rope for protection) while backed up by a top-rope, or have an assistant pull the rope 
through the anchors from the ground as if they’re climbing up the wall. 

Emphasize having the proper amount of slack in the system. The Assistant should clip gear (or 
simulate it). No falls, real or simulated, are required (that comes later in the program). 

Introduction to Trad Climbing 

Types of Trad Gear 
Show each of the different pieces of trad gear, how it is placed in the rock, and how it is 
removed from the rock. Pay special attention to the problem of accidentally jamming a cam so 
deep in a crack that it becomes permanently stuck. 

You are not trying to teach the students how to actually place the gear, just give them an idea of 
what they will encounter when following a climb. Make clear to them that learning to place gear 
safely requires mentorship. 

Show how alpine draws can be used to extend a placement a little bit or a lot depending on how 
it is set up. Instruct students on how to return an extended draw to its shorter length for racking. 

Demonstrate how to rack gear, ideally with the piece being removed from the rock and clipped 
to the harness while it’s still clipped to the rope. Show how clipping the carabiner that attaches 
the gear to the draw helps keep it from dangling low on the harness. Point out that it’s OK to 
leave gear dangling from the rope at the tie-in knot if they need to get to a better stance in order 
to rack it. 

Re-racking Gear 
Place some gear along the base of the cliff, ideally a variety of different types of gear, some with 
extended alpine draws. Have the students try removing the gear and re-racking it. Encourage 
them to try removing gear without a nut tool first. 
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Trad Climbing Process 
Set up as if you are going to start a trad climb with the Instructor and/or Assistant(s) doing the 
leading and following. 

Go through the entire process of flaking the rope, tying in, making belay calls, and then have the 
“leader” move horizontally along the cliff base placing gear and being belayed as they go along 
until they set up an anchor at the end of the “climb”. 

The belayer should be instructed to leave ample rope out for the leader to get to the first piece 
of protection and spot the leader until the first piece of gear is clipped as the belay rope is 
useless until that point. Spotting is done with the hands up to help redirect a leader’s fall, with 
the intent of protecting the leader’s head and neck, and the belayer’s fingers together (“mitten 
hands”) to prevent finger injuries. The brake strand is usually left draped over the belayer’s 
brake hand during this process so that they can immediately assume the brake position once 
the first piece of gear is clipped. 

At this point have the leader make the necessary belay calls, pull “up” the rope, and belay the 
follower across the cliff base as they clean gear. When the follower arrives at the “anchor” have 
them tie in with a clove hitch, showing students where and how to do this, pass the gear to the 
leader, and then reflake the rope as if preparing to climb another pitch. 

Be sure to explain what you’re doing and why throughout this process. Treat this as if it were a 
real climb with real exposure so Students get to see the entire process in detail. 

OPTIONAL: Students follow and clean a pitch over level ground 
If time permits it’s encouraged to have Students to a mock follow, similar to the mock trad climb 
described above. Repeat what was just demonstrated with an Assistant but this time with a 
Student as the follower. 

The next time the student does this will likely be an actual program trad follow so you want to 
make sure they are familiar with the process. 
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Rappel Weekend 

Notes 
All student rappels are to be done with a fireman’s belay backup. We used to use top-ropes to 
back up the rappels but found it was confusing students due to the amount of gear attached to 
the harness. 

Taking the first step backwards off a cliff is an unnatural movement and often frightens 
Students. Calmly encourage them and pay attention to their body position as they go back over 
the edge: often students will have their feet close together, legs locked out straight, and/or try to 
walk down the wall before they are fully sitting in their harness. All of these mistakes can cause 
a student to slip and rotate, hitting the rock wall which will only discourage them further. 

Also pay close attention to the Students’ clothing and hair (including facial hair) before they go 
on rappel. Everything loose that could get drawn into the rappel device should be secured. 

Throughout the day you should be sending Students to the Free Rappel Station. Start sending 
them over after they have completed their first rappel with an extension and autoblock as this is 
the system they will use for the free rappel. If a Student seems uncomfortable rappelling you 
may want to have them take another turn in your group before sending them over to the Free 
Rappel Station. 

Rappelling Explanation 

Rappelling Necessity 
Rappelling is most often used as an expedient way to get back to the ground at the end of a 
multi-pitch climb where a climber can’t simply be lowered. Walk-off trails are often available but 
are not always (e.g. climbing sandstone spires) or may be very long compared to the “short 
way” back down the cliff face. 

Rappelling may also be used at the end of a single-pitch climb after cleaning a fixed anchor. 
The local ethic in some climbing areas disapproves of lowering off of the fixed gear due to the 
extra wear a weighted rope incurs on the anchor material. Rappelling avoids this wear because 
the rope does not move while weighted and it unweighted when it is retrieved. 

Rappelling may also be necessary to retreat to the ground in an emergency or when climbers 
otherwise can’t reach the top of a climb. 

Rappelling Process 
Build a mock rappel anchor well back from the cliff edge using 2 separate loops of webbing tied 
around a tree with water knots and 2 rap rings or quick links as a master point. The rap rings or 
quick links are necessary because rope should never be put directly through a sling (barring an 
absolute emergency); when the rope is pulled for retrieval, even when unweighted, it can melt 
the sling rendering it unsafe for future rappels. 
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Point out that this and many rappel anchors are not SERENE, unlike climbing anchors, in that 
they rely on a single piece of natural protection. This solution trades redundancy for cost 
because all of this gear will be left behind (retrievable anchors are possible but are beyond the 
scope of the Rock Program). This style anchor is also more discreet than stringing webbing 
between trees to create a SERENE anchor. 

Climbers may find rappel anchors similar to this already built at the top of popular cliffs and 
should inspect them closely before relying on them. UV light from the sun degrades webbing 
and metal gear can corrode. When in doubt add some fresh webbing or a sling of your own to 
the anchor and cut out any obviously compromised material and take it away with you for 
disposal. 

Point out that some cliffs will have fixed anchor gear drilled or glued into the rock which allows 
for rappelling directly off the gear or chains attached to it without leaving anything behind. 

Set up for an extended rappel as follows: 

1. Set up an anchor sling girth hitched into the harness tie-in loops with an overhand knot 
slightly less than ½ way along its length and the far end clipped into the “anchor” with a 
locked carabiner. Explain that this is the starting position for getting on rappel. 

2. Set up an autoblock clipped to the rappeler’s belay loop with a locked carabiner. Show 
how the autoblock can be used as a “third hand” to hold slack in the rope while the rest 
of the rappel is set up. 

3. Show how to thread both ropes through the rappel device and explain how devices with 
high-friction grooves can be used in either direction for more or less friction. 

4. Clip the rappel device’s locking carabiner around the overhand knot in the rappel 
extension sling. Show how it goes through both “loops” on either side of the overhand 
knot and how if it is installed correctly it can’t slide up and down (or off) the sling. 

5. Demonstrate testing the rappel setup by moving the rappel device as close to the anchor 
as possible so that the anchor sling is unloaded, locking off the brake strands, and 
leaning back on it. Now show the same with the autoblock holding the rappel strands 
rather than the brake hand. 

6. Clip the anchor carabiner back to the rappeler’s belay loop. 
7. Simulate rappelling back on the rope until reaching the “ground” 

Demonstrate how the rappel device prevents the autoblock from grabbing the rope if they come 
into contact. Show how important it is to keep the rappel device far out on the extension and to 
treat the autoblock as a backup only, maintaining control with the brake hand while rappelling. 

Show how anything pulling the brake strand tight will stop a rappel including the brake hand, 
autoblock, leg wraps, or another person standing far away pulling on the ropes (fireman’s 
belay). 

Smooth Rappels 
Point out that the basic rappel anchors you find “in the wild”, similar to the demonstration anchor 
you built, may not be SERENE and that it is important to keep the forces on them low during 
rappelling to avoid stressing the natural protection it is built around. 

Also, call back to the lesson on Belay & Anchors weekend about why we use static equipment 
to build the master point of a climbing anchor over the cliff edge. We won’t always have the 
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luxury of keeping the dynamic rope off the cliff edge when rappelling so they could be abraded 
and cut by repeated stretching if we aren’t rappelling smoothly. 

Explain that Students should walk slowly backwards down the cliff while maintaining control at 
all times to avoid these hazards. They should not bound down the wall like a Hollywood 
tough-guy as this will stress the anchor and rope. 

Student Rappel Practice 
Set up a rotation so all Students can try rigging the rappel and using it on level ground.  

Walk the Student through the process of testing their rappel setup, making sure that the rappel 
device and extension sling hold weight, then the backup friction hitch. 

Have students try out the leg wraps without releasing the brake hand and test the autoblock. 

Another Student should pull on the ropes while the rappeler tries to move to show how effective 
a fireman’s belay is. 

The goal is to have Students familiar with the system before they step up to the cliff edge and 
do it for real. If someone fumbles through this have them repeat it. 

Build an Anchor 
For the real rappel exercises we will be using full SERENE anchors as we will have a lot of new 
rappellers doing potentially goofy things on the ropes. The Students also need to practice their 
top-rope anchor building skills. 

Have the Students build SERENE anchors but point out that the master point should be above 
the cliff edge for rappelling rather than below it as for climbing. At this point they should be much 
more comfortable with the anchor building process and should be allowed to do so with minimal 
assistance. 

For the reasons described above the Students should also be instructed to protect the rope 
where it passes over the cliff edge. A gear bag clipped to the anchor usually works well for this. 

First Rappel 

Deploying Ropes 
For this rappel we will be using a single rope. The second rappel will involve tying ropes 
together so you don’t have to cover that yet. 

Explain how ropes can be thrown from the cliff edge, lowered down, or brought down as 
“saddlebags”. Throwing them keeps them clear of ledges and cracks that could trap them but 
may result in them getting caught in trees and can be frowned upon in busy climbing areas. 
Lowering has the opposite problem: it avoids trees but risks the rope piling up on a ledge or 
getting caught in a crack. Saddlebagging avoids both of these hazards but can be unwieldy 
depending on the amount of rope involved and it is usually only used when there is a good 
reason to do so. 
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Point out that in rappelling we use both strands of the rope and rappelling off the end of one 
strand has the same consequences as rappelling off the ends of both (the free strand will be 
pulled through the anchor as fast as gravity can go) so the exact middle of the rope should be at 
the anchor point. To aid with this some ropes have middle marks. 

Middle marks can’t always be trusted: the ends of ropes tend to get beat up more than the 
middle so some climbers will cut a damaged end off to extend the life of their rope. Unless both 
ends are cut equally the middle mark will no longer be in the middle and this could make the 
difference between one or both ends being on the ground. 

One quirk that will hopefully be resigned to history soon: some rope manufacturers put “warning 
stripes” near the ends of their ropes to try to prevent accidents from belaying, lowering, or 
rappelling off the end of the rope. This had the opposite effect as climbers would mistake the 
warning stripes for middle marks and rig a rappel with most of the rope on one side. The 
manufacturers stopped putting warning stripes on the ropes but some of them may still be in 
circulation. 

Rappelling off the end of the rope is a common fatal mistake and can easily be prevented by 
tying knots in both ends of the rope before deploying it. We suggest barrel knots but anything 
big enough to not pass through a rappel device works. Knots can increase the chances of the 
rope getting stuck in a crack on the way down but given the frequency of rappel accidents they 
should be considered the default unless there is a good reason not to use them. 

Retrieving Ropes 
Show how, once the rappel device is removed, the rope can easily be retrieved from the ground 
by using one end to pull the other through the anchor. 

Care must be taken to untie the knots in the ends of the rope before pulling it for retrieval. A 
knot could get jammed in the anchor or in a crack preventing retrieval of the rope. This is 
hazardous on a multi-pitch rappel as it could leave the climbers stranded on a ledge with no way 
to get down (There are some self-rescue techniques that can be attempted in this scenario but 
they are beyond the scope of the Rock Program). 

When the rope is pulled it will be coming down the cliff face with some speed and could knock 
debris loose. Climbers should be outside of the fall zone and aware of what’s going on. 

Rappelling Calls 
Just like belaying, there are a series of rappelling calls. 

Rappellers should call “ROPE!”, pause for a few seconds to listen for any indication of people 
below, and then (assuming no reply was received) call “ROPE!” again before throwing the rope. 

Rappellers should call “ON RAPPEL!” before they disconnect from the anchor and start down 
the rope. This gives a partner on the ground a chance to perform a fireman’s belay and warns 
other climbers below to expect someone coming down the cliff (which does also involve some 
hazard of knocking rocks and debris loose). 
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Upon reaching the ground and removing the rappel device from the rope the rappeler should 
call “OFF RAPPEL!”. This indicates to a partner still waiting to rappel that they can now set up 
their system. 

Rappel with an extension and an autoblock. 
Set up a rotation so that each student gets a chance to rappel down the line using the extension 
and autoblock system described earlier and a chance to perform a fireman’s belay for another 
student. 

An instructor or assistant must supervise the Student getting ready to rappel. Important points 
are to make sure the Student is correctly tethered to the anchor before approaching the cliff 
edge and that the rappel is rigged correctly with a fireman’s belay on before the Student 
disconnects from the anchor. 

Have each Student stop during their rappel to perform a leg wrap and go hands-free, then have 
another student practice using the fireman’s belay to stop the rappeler once they’re moving 
again. 

As the first half of the Students arrive on the ground it may be a good time to send them to the 
Free Rappel Station so they can complete that tasks while the remaining Students perform their 
first rappel. 

Second rappel 

Rappelling Direct Process 
Explain to Students that the rappel on an extension is the safest way to rappel as the autoblock 
provides an automatic backup and should be able to hold the climber’s weight even if the rappel 
device or extension were to somehow fail or be rigged incorrectly but point out that it requires a 
sling and prusik cord that may not always be available in an emergency situation. 

Using the rappel anchor on level ground, previously used to demonstrate the rappel on an 
extension, show how a rappel device can be attached directly to the belay loop eliminating the 
need for an extension sling. 

Show that with this system there is no backup. An autoblock can’t be reliably be used in this 
mode as it will be close to the rappel device and will not grab if contact is made as previously 
demonstrated. If the brake hand loses control the rappeler will go all the way to the ground. 

A fireman’s belay is strongly advised so if only one climber has the equipment to set up an 
extension and autoblock that climber should rappel down first and belay the other(s). 

Münter Hitch Rappel Process 
Show how a münter hitch on a large pear shaped locking carabiner can be used in-lieu of a 
rappel device using the mock rappel anchor. It should be explained that this could also be done 
with an extension and autoblock but for we will go direct off the belay loop. This demonstrates a 
worst-case scenario where a climber has to get down with nothing but a rope and a carabiner. 
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Point out how the münter hitch flips depending on which way it’s loaded (a good way to indicate 
the knot is tied correctly) and that care should be taken to put the brake strand on the side of the 
carabiner towards the spine so it doesn’t unscrew the locking gate as it moves. 

If the münter hitch isn’t moving the Student may have accidentally tied a clove hitch or girth 
hitch. 

Joined Ropes 
Explain how a single-rope rappel only covers half the distance that the same rope can be used 
to climb because it is doubled over at the anchor. This can be solved by rappelling on double 
ropes, joined to each other at the anchor so that one strand hangs on each side. 

Students should already be familiar with the double-fisherman’s bend (used to tie their prusik 
loops), point out that this knot can be used to join 2 ropes but presents a problem in that the 
bulk of the knot extends all the way around the rope which can cause it to get caught up on 
edges or in cracks. 

Show how the flat overhand bend leaves the bulk of the knot off to one side of the ropes so that 
the smooth side can more easily be pulled over edges. Twisting the rope to move the knot 
around can also help get it unbound if it does get hung up. 

Remind students that, as previously discussed, a stuck rope on a multi-pitch climb can quickly 
escalate into an emergency and must be avoided. For this reason the flat overhand bend should 
be considered the default knot for joining rappel ropes despite the extra care that must be taken 
in tying it. 

Students should be advised that they have to take note of which side of the anchor the knot sits 
on before rappelling as they will have to pull the rope with the knot to avoid it getting bound up 
in the anchor. 

Stress the importance of tying the flat overhand bend correctly (well dressed, pulling all the pairs 
of ends in series until the knot is very tight, and leaving plenty of tail). The primary risk is that a 
loose knot will “capsize” under load (flipping over itself towards the ends of the tail); if it capsizes 
too many times it can roll right off the tails and fail completely. This can be demonstrated by 
tying a loose knot with short tails and pulling the rappel strands hard in opposite directions. 

We tend to use figure-8 knots more than overhand knots in climbing and someone may 
accidentally tie a flat figure-8 bend instead of a flat overhand bend. This is hazardous as the flat 
figure-8 bend is more prone to capsizing than the flat overhand bend. Students should be aware 
that this variation exists and should be avoided. 

Joined Rope Rappel Direct with a Münter Hitch 
Set up a rotation so that each student gets a chance to join the ropes, throw them for rappel, 
and rappel down the line using a münter hitch direct off the belay loop. Reinforce that their 
brake hand must be in control on this rappel. 

You may want to consider reversing the order of the rotation so that the Students who have not 
yet done the Free Rappel Station complete this rappel first and can go visit that Station. 
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An instructor or assistant must supervise the Student getting ready to rappel. Important points 
are to make sure the Student is correctly tethered to the anchor before approaching the cliff 
edge, the ropes are joined correctly with a tight flat overhand bend showing plenty of tail, and 
that the münter hitch is rigged correctly with a fireman’s belay on before the Student 
disconnects from the anchor. 

Leg wraps and other stops are not necessary during this rappel. 
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Ascend Weekend 

Notes 
Ascending students are to be backed up with a toprope belay. This will likely require 2 anchors 
almost in-line with each other, one with the master point above the cliff edge for the ascend rope 
and another with the master point below the cliff edge for the top-rope belay. 

All Students should perform safety checks and use the full set of calls. This may be confusing 
initially as Students will be ascending rather than climbing but the process and calls are the 
same (they’re just climbing the rope instead of the rock). 

Be patient with students as they often tire quickly, particularly if knots are slipping. If they are 
having trouble encourage them to stop and re-tie the friction hitches with more wraps before 
they get too far. If the situation is hopeless you can have the top-rope take the Student’s weight, 
have them remove the friction hitches and backup knots from the ascending line, and lower 
them to the ground. 

Throughout the day you should be sending Students to the Catch the Bucker Station. We 
recommend sending one or two over after you have completed the initial instruction while the 
first Students are starting their ascent. 

Build an Anchor 
Have the Students build SERENE anchors but point out that one of them will be set up like the 
rappel anchor from last week with the master point above the cliff edge. The other anchor will be 
a normal top-rope anchor with the master point over the cliff edge and should be nearly in-line 
with the “rappel” anchor we will be using for the ascending rope. 

At this point the Students should be capable of building an anchor on their own without any 
assistance. If any Students are still struggling you should take the time to work with them in the 
afternoon, Graduation Weekend is coming up fast and they will be tested on this skill. 

Set up a standard slingshot top-rope on the anchor that is over the cliff edge. 

On the other “rappel” anchor set the rope so that one strand ends about 1 foot off the ground 
and then tie it off to the anchor with a figure-8 on a bight so that it won’t move. The goal is for 
Students to be able to tie into the strand that is just off the ground as if they had fallen off a 
climb and ascend up that strand alone. The other strand can be coiled at the top of the cliff for 
now, it will be used later for the rappel-ascend transition. 

For the reasons described above the Students should also be instructed to protect the rope 
where it passes over the cliff edge. A gear bag clipped to the anchor usually works well for this. 
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Ascending Situations 
Ascending is an important self-rescue technique may be required when climbing or rappelling, 
we teach both of these scenarios as they have slight variances. The ascending systems 
described here are designed to use a minimal amount of gear, specifically the gear that we 
require our Students to have (a double length sling, prusik cord, and 2 locking carabiners), so 
that they are practical for the Students to use in a real-world emergency. 

When climbing, a climber may not have the skill or strength to follow the climbing route and can 
ascend the rope to get past a difficult section of the climb. This should be avoided whenever 
possible, more on that below. 

Climbers may also fall when climbing an overhang which can leave them dangling far from the 
cliff face with no way to get back on the rock. If the climber is on a multi-pitch climb they may not 
even be able to be lowered back to the ground or a ledge. In this case the only way to continue 
is to ascend the rope past the overhang. 

Rappellers may find that they missed a rappel anchor and rappelled past it or the ropes 
otherwise don’t reach the ground. In this case they have to ascend back up the ropes to get to 
an anchor and try again. 

Alternative to Ascending 
Ascending is a time consuming, awkward, exhausting, and potentially risky operation that 
requires having the necessary equipment. It should be avoided when possible. 

The first option for a stuck climber is to methodically look and feel for handholds and footholds 
that they may have missed. Often one hidden hold is the key to pulling off a move. 

If a stuck climber is following a trad route they may be able to use some of the leader’s nearby 
gear placements as handholds or footholds. A sling clipped to a piece of protection makes a 
handy loop to pull on. 

A follower on a trad route will also likely be carrying previously cleaned trad gear. In this case 
the stuck climber can temporarily place some gear to use as a handhold or foothold. Again, a 
sling makes a great handle. Care should be taken to avoid dropping the gear while using it, 
including potentially clipping it to the rope with a sling. 

If handholds, footholds, and gear placements don’t pan out the stuck climber can use the rope 
to make progress without committing to a full ascending setup. Pulling on the rope itself or 
putting a single friction hitch high on the rope to use as a handhold can help get past a few hard 
moves and start making progress on the rock again. 

Demonstrate ascending setup and technique 

Friction hitches 
We teach the klemheist and bachmann in the Rock Program (in addition to the Autoblock that 
they already learned). They can both be tied with cord or a nylon sling. Dyneema should not be 
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used for friction hitches as it is a very slippery material and melts at lower temperatures than 
nylon. 

Students are not required to learn the prusik hitch but should be told that it exists, has its uses 
outside of Rock Program, can be very tough to loosen up once it is weighted, and is the reason 
we call the cord we use to tie friction hitches “prusik cord” or “prusik loops”. Some Students may 
be interested in learning how to tie it and it is fine to show it and explain it to them. 

Show how each of these are tied and demonstrate the pros and cons of each: 

● Klemheist: Easier to loosen than the classic Prusik, can only be loaded in one direction 
(the loop that the carabiner will be attached to should be wound towards the bottom and 
then brought through the loop at the top of the knot). This will likely be the go-to knot for 
ascending. 

● Bachmann: Easiest to loosen and move but can only be loaded in one direction and 
requires an extra carabiner with a fat spine. The carabiner should alway have the gate 
opening at the bottom with the cord or sling wrapped from the top down. 

Point out that the autoblock, used in rappelling, is a similar friction hitch but it usually used in 
situations where it won’t take full body weight (e.g. the brake strand behind a rappel device) and 
we avoid it in ascending because we will be putting full body weight on the friction hitches. 

Demonstrate Ascending Setup 
Show how 2 friction hitches can be used to make progress up a rope. A short loop of prusik cord 
should be attached to the ascender’s belay loop with a locking carabiner and a long sling or 
webbing loop should be used as a foot loop. We suggest demonstrating both the Klemheist and 
Bachmann for these friction hitches. 

Point out that the friction hitches work the same regardless of which hitch is used and which 
loop is on top, wide slings make for more comfortable foot loops than round cord, and that the 
foot loop can be made to have an intermediate “step” by tying an overhand or figure-8 knot in it 
(which can require much struggling to get undone after stepping on it repeatedly). 

A bachmann can be used for the waist loop so that it is easier to move while standing 
awkwardly on the foot loop but point out that this requires an extra carabiner with a fat spine that 
that may not be available in a real-world scenario and it is perfectly acceptable to use a 
klemheist for both friction hitches. 

Moving Past an Overhang 
Show how the upper friction hitch can’t be moved past an overhang while the rope is weighted 
(this can be demonstrated near the ground by having an Assistant push their arm up hard 
against the rope). 

Demonstrate that the foot loop can be re-tied above the ledge and then used to unweight the 
rope passing over the ledge. Once the section of rope passing the ledge is unweighted the waist 
loop hitch can be brought up past the ledge and the foot loop can be re-tied back below the 
waist loop if desired (it usually will be unless the ascent is ending just past the ledge). 
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Point out that a 3rd friction hitch can be tied above the ledge temporarily instead of re-tying the 
foot loop but that this requires another sling or cord that the climber might not have on them 
when they need it. 

Backup Knots 
Point out that the only thing attaching the climber to the rope as they make progress is the waist 
loop. If that small piece of cord fails the climber will take a fall. 

This can be solved by tying a figure-8 on a bight in the rope and clipping it into the belay loop 
with a locking carabiner. With this backup in place a failure of the waist loop becomes a short 
lead fall onto the backup knot. If the ascent is starting from a dangling-climber scenario (rather 
than a rappel scenario) they will already have their first backup knot in place in the form of their 
tie-in knot. 

This knot will have to be re-tied every few feet as progress is made up the rope to avoid an 
excessively long fall. 5’ is usually a good number unless there’s a large ledge a short distance 
below (remember to account for rope slack and stretch). 

When replacing a backup knot a new knot should be tied and clipped in before the old knot is 
removed to avoid a brief window of exposure with no backup knot. The old knot should be 
untied so it doesn’t become a problem later. 

If the climber is tied into the end of the rope (i.e. a “stuck climber” scenario) this tie-in knot 
should not be untied, it can be supplemented with backup knots as described above. 

Stuck Climber Ascend 
Set up a rotation so each Student will get to ascend the rope. Remember to set up the top-rope 
belay for each Student in addition to the ascending rig described below. 

For this ascent the Student should start tied into the single strand that almost reaches the 
ground as if they’re about to start climbing. The Student’s prusik cord should be used to make a 
waist loop just above the tie-in knot and the Student’s anchor sling should be used to make a 
foot loop above the waist loop. 

When starting from a “stuck climber” scenario the foot loop friction hitch may have to be on top 
so the climber isn’t pulling against their own tie-in knot when they try to step up on the foot loop. 
The tie-in knot must stay tied as in a real-world scenario they would be dangling high off the 
ground under an overhang, they are dangerously close to the end of the rope, and this is 
effectively the backup knot. Once the Student has made some progress up the rope they can 
re-tie the foot loop below the waist loop to see if they find this to be easier. 

The Student should ascend to a ledge and then re-tie the foot loop to pass the ledge, continuing 
on to top out. Encourage the Student to do this the “right” way and not cheat past the ledge by 
pushing off the wall with their feet. 
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Stuck Rappeler Ascend (Rappel-Ascend Transition) 
Set up a rotation so each Student will get to ascend the rope. Remember to set up the top-rope 
belay for each Student in addition to the ascending rig described below. A fireman’s belay is not 
necessary for the rappel portion as the top-rope belay is available. 

Remember that one strand of the rope doesn’t quite reach the ground. You should put a knot in 
this end of the rope both to keep the Student from inadvertently rappelling off the end and to 
give them a “hard stop” above which to rig the ascending system. 

Have each Student start by rigging an extended rappel with an autoblock backup on both 
strands of the rope. They should be familiar with this from Rappel Weekend where they’ve 
already done that type of rappel twice so see how well they do with minimal assistance. If they 
can’t set up the rappel consider working with them in the afternoon to get them up to speed. 

Have each Student rappel down the cliff and stop well before reaching the ground. Less is more 
here, this is about teaching them the system, not having them ascend all the way up the cliff 
again. 

Upon stopping the Student should start by tying a backup knot as described previously for the 
Stuck Climber rappel. By rappelling down a bit further the brake strand load will be transferred 
onto this knot allowing the climber to go hands-free and remove their autoblock from the rope. It 
may be necessary to remove the autoblock from the rope in order to transfer weight onto the 
backup knot, depending on the length of the cord used, but only after the backup knot has been 
tied and attached to the climber!. 

The ascending system will be set up similarly to the “Stuck Climber” system with the prusik cord 
used for the waist loop and a sling used for the foot loop. Keep in mind the Student’s anchor 
sling will be in use as the rappel extension so they will need an extra sling to use as the foot 
loop. There are some tricks that can be used to un-weight and re-use the rappel extension but 
we want to keep this simple so we won’t get into those. 

In this scenario it doesn’t matter whether the waist loop or foot loop is installed above the other, 
as long as at least one of them is above the rappel device. If the waist loop is above the rappel 
device the Student will have to stand on the foot loop to clip the waist loop to their belay loop 
after which they can remove the rappel device from the rope and they are ready to ascend. If 
the waist loop is below the rappel device the Student will have to stand on the foot loop to 
remove the rappel device from the rope after the waist loop is attached to the belay loop. Both 
of these require working in awkward stances and are definitely the crux of this process. We 
recommend putting the waist loop above the rappel device. 

Once both friction hitches are installed on the rope and the rappel device is removed the 
Student is ready to ascend to the top. Passing a ledge is not required unless your wall has an 
actual ledge that can’t be cheated past. 
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Graduation Weekend 

Overview 
Graduation Weekend consists of a number of Stations that Students will rotate between. Each 
Instructor will be assigned to one Station for the day or may be available to help complete 
Program Climbs, including Trad Leads. 

The formal Stations include: 

● Knots 
● Top-Rope Anchors 
● Multi-Pitch Rappelling 
● Double Rope Belaying 
● Fixed Anchor Cleaning 

Some of these Stations are essentially pass/fail tests of the Students skills to verify that they are 
able to independently and correctly perform the tasks they will need to climb on their own with 
friends. Other Stations introduce new skills or are a combination of a test and a new skill. This is 
described in more detail for each Station below. 

If a Student is not able to demonstrate proficiency in the skills being tested they should be 
directed to an Instructor who can tutor them one-on-one so that they can try again later in the 
day. We will “fail” a Rock Program Student if we must but we would like to avoid this if possible. 

Knots Station 
The Knots Station is a test to determine whether Students know when to use all of the essential 
climbing knots, can tie them correctly, and, if they make an error while trying to tie a knot, they 
can recognize the error and correct it. A Student should not present an incorrect knot to an 
Instructor for approval. 

We want the Students to both know what knot to use when they’re climbing independently and 
be able to tie a knot on demand when instructed to do so by an experienced leader. To support 
this goal Instructors are encouraged to ask students to tie and explain knots by name (e.g. 
“Show me a clove hitch and tell me what you would use it for”) and to ask which knots would be 
used to complete a given task (e.g. “Tell me what knot that you would use to join the ends of 
webbing and show me how you would tie it”). 

The knots we cover and the usages that we expect our Students to know are the the table 
below. There may be further uses for a knot that are not described here but these are not 
covered in Rock Program and Students are not expected to know them. 

Knot A Common Use 
Rewoven Figure 8 Tying a climbing rope into a harness. 
Figure 8 on a Bight Creating a loop in a rope for a master point or to clip to something. 
Bowline Tying the rope around a piece of natural protection such as a tree. 
Flat Overhand Bend Attaching the ends of 2 ropes for rappelling and easy retrieval. 
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Double Fisherman’s 
Bend 

Joining the ends of cords to make a prusik cord or the ends of ropes 
where getting them stuck is not a concern. 

Fisherman’s Backup Using up the tail on a harness tie-in knot. 
Barrel Knot Preventing the rope from slipping through a belay or rappel device. 
Girth Hitch Attaching a sling to a harness, natural protection, or another sling. 
Clove Hitch Adjustable way to attach a climber to an anchor with climbing rope. 
Münter Hitch Used to belay or rappel when a device is not available. 
Water Knot Joining the ends of webbing. 
Autoblock Friction hitch for backing up the brake hand. 
Klemheist Friction hitch for ascending ropes. 
Bachmann Hitch Friction hitch for ascending ropes with an easy to use handle. 

Top-Rope Anchor Station 
The Top-Rope Station is a test to determine whether Students can correctly build a SERENE 
anchor using natural protection. For this purpose the station should be set up somewhere that 
natural protection is available near the cliff edge and instruct the students to avoid using all the 
weird metal junk at the Quarries that they will likely not find at other climbing locations. 

Not only should the Students build a safe anchor, the act of building the anchor should be 
performed safely. This means that Students should be anchoring themselves in correctly when 
working near the cliff edge. 

Once the anchor is build the Student should explain how it meets the SERENE criteria as 
follows: 

Solid The anchor is attached to something that shouldn’t move, e.g. large live trees, 
heavy rocks that are not perched precariously on a cliff edge, well placed trad gear, 
bolts, etc., any single one of which should be able to support the entire expected 
load of the anchor on their own. 

Efficient The anchor takes a reasonable amount of time and gear to set up. This is an 
acknowledgement that in real-world situations you may not be able to get all of the 
rest of these items set up perfectly all the time, nor should you waste lots of time 
and gear trying when “good enough” will do. 

Redundant Any single piece of the anchor (slings, webbing, ropes, carabiners) can fail without 
endangering a climber who is hanging on it. 

Equalized The anchor’s load is equally shared (or as close to equal as you can reasonably 
get) between the various pieces of protection it is attached to. 

No 
Extension 

If any piece of the anchor were to fail the master point would not move significantly 
either horizontally or vertically. 

Fixed Anchor Cleaning Station 
The Fixed Anchor Cleaning Station will show the Students a new skill that they are not expected 
to know and thus is not a test in any way. 
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A pair of bolts are installed on the N wall, only a few feet off the ground. A set of chains, quick 
links, and rings are available to be installed on these bolts to simulate a fixed anchor at the top 
of a climb. 

What it is and when to do it 
Most sport climbs and an increasing number of trad climbs have fixed anchors installed. If more 
than one climber is ascending a route it is standard practice to install quickdraws or other gear 
on the anchor for the rope to pass through in order to avoid unnecessary wear and tear on the 
fixed anchor gear. This does mean that the last climber will have to move the rope back to the 
fixed anchor gear in order to remove the climber’s gear that was temporarily installed and then 
either rappel down or be lowered through the fixed anchor gear. 

Rappelling vs Lowering 
Rappelling causes less wear on the fixed anchor gear because, unlike lowering, the rope is not 
moving as the climber descends and the rope is unweighted when it is pulled through the 
anchor. This is more error prone however as the climber must attach themself directly to the 
anchor, come off belay, untie from the rope, and throw or lower the rope while dangling high up 
the cliff. This all takes time and a dropped rope or gear mistake could have catastrophic 
consequences. 

Lowering on the other hand can usually be accomplished without ever coming off belay. Some 
anchors are designed so that the rope can simply be dropped into the anchors while even the 
more basic anchors with chains or rap rings can usually be threaded by passing a bight of rope 
through the anchor. 

Whether or not the last climber should rappel or be lowered depend on the local ethics at a 
given climbing area. The trend lately has been toward lowering due to the number of accidents 
that happen on rappel; the consensus is that people’s lives are more valuable than the cost of 
replacing fixed anchor gear. 

Process 
Show how a climber can go in direct to the anchor, clipping into both sets of chains. This is 
essential when coming off the rope (i.e. when switching to rappel) but is still an option when 
pushing a bight through the anchor if it makes the climber more comfortable. 

Show how in the best-case scenario a bight of rope can be pushed through the anchor, tied into 
a figure-8 on a bight, and then clipped to the climber with a locking carabiner before untying the 
original tie-in knot, removing the temporary gear, and lowering. Note that the climber remains on 
belay the entire time. 

Show how if a bight can not be pushed through the anchor a climber can remain on belay by 
tying a figure-8 on a bight between the temporary gear and the tie-in knot and clipping that knot 
to the harness with a locking carabiner before untying the original tie-in knot, threading it 
through the anchor, and tieing back in. At this point the temporary figure-8 on a bight and gear 
would be removed. 
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Show how this same process can be used to feed the entire rope through the anchor after the 
climber goes in direct to set up for a rappel. Emphasize the importance of tying end knots in 
both ends of the rappel rope and testing the system before coming off the anchor. 

Throughout this process the Instructor should emphasize not dropping the rope, maintaining 
good communication with the belayer (so they know when you are and are not expecting to be 
on belay. 

Students will then be given a turn to practice one or more of these techniques. 

Multi-Pitch Rappel Station 
The Multi-Pitch Rappel Station both tests existing skills and introduces a new skill. The Students 
should already be familiar with how to anchor in, deploy the rope (with knots in the end), set up 
a rappel on an extension with an autoblock backup, test the rappel system, and set off down the 
cliff. The new skill introduced is the multi-pitch transition on the ledge halfway down the cliff. All 
rappels will be backed up with a fireman’s belay and an Instructor and Assistant will be on the 
intermediate ledge to monitor Students during the transition. 

Need for multi-pitch rappels 
Explain to Students that intermediate anchors at less-than-ideal stances are often part of the 
climbing experience. This comes down to the fact that rigging a single rope for rappel effectively 
cuts its length in half so every 1 pitch of climbing can be expected to require 2 pitches of 
rappelling. Tying double ropes together as taught during Rappel Weekend can bring this back 
in-line with 1 pitch of rappelling for every 1 pitch of climbing but multi-pitch climbs will still usually 
require multi-pitch rappels. 

Intermediate rappel anchors will often be nothing more than a set of chains bolted into the cliff 
or a tree growing out of a ledge. Sometimes there will be no ledge at all which leads to the 
hanging transfer: hanging from the rappel anchor itself while pulling the rope and re-rigging it to 
rappel the next pitch. 

Multi-pitch rappel process 
A multi-pitch rappel starts just like a normal rappel in that the rappeler will find or set up an 
anchor, rig their rappel, and set off down the cliff. Where the multi-pitch differs is that the ropes 
don’t reach the ground so the rappeler must be looking for an intermediate anchor on the way 
down and must find it before reaching the end of the ropes. If the rappeler misses the anchor on 
the way down they will get a chance to put their ascending skills to use. 

Once the rappeler has found a pre-built anchor or somewhere to build their own they will attach 
themselves to the anchor using a sling or other personal anchor device and remove their rappel 
device from the rope. Unlike multi-pitch trad climbs, the rappeler can’t use the rope itself to 
anchor in because the rope will have to be pulled in order to rig the next pitch of the rappel. The 
rest of the climbing/rappeling party will proceed to this intermediate anchor to attach themselves 
and remove their rappel devices as well. 

Once the entire party is at the intermediate anchor they will need to retrieve the rappel rope 
from the anchor that they just used. Some part of the rope should first be tied off to the anchor 
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or one of the climbers to prevent it from being dropped (a potentially catastrophic event). A 
figure-8 on a bight clipped to a gear loop works well for this. Once the rope is secured the end 
knots must be removed to prevent the rope from getting stuck during retrieval (another 
potentially catastrophic possibility) and the rope can be pulled through the previous anchor. 

Now that the rope is retrieved it can be threaded through the intermediate anchor, the stopper 
knots can be re-tied in the ends, and the rope can be deployed for the next rappel. Each of the 
rappellers can set up their rappel systems and proceed down the rope as usual, either to the 
ground or to a new intermediate anchor if there are more pitches to go. This process can be 
repeated for any number of rappel pitches. 

Student Rappel 
Students should be provided with a rappel rope (we use short ropes for this purpose so that 
they won’t reach the ground, forcing the Students to perform a multi-pitch rappel) and instructed 
to set up a rappel using the anchors provided by the Instructors. 

At this point Students should be familiar with how to set up a rappel and should be able to do 
this without assistance. Instructors or Assistants should verify that Students do the following: 

1. Anchor in at the top 
2. Properly find the middle of the rope and set it at the master point of the anchor 
3. Tie end knots in both strands 
4. Yell “ROPE!” (twice, with a pause in between) before tossing the rope 
5. Set up their rappel device correctly (extended with autoblock) 
6. Get into position and test their rappel setup 
7. Yell “ON RAPPEL!” 
8. Takes themselves off the anchor 

At the intermediate anchor the Instructor or Assistant should provide a fireman’s belay as the 
Student is rappelling down the rope. Once the Student arrives at the intermediate anchor they 
must be closely monitored to make sure there are no critical mistakes. The most important are 
to make sure the Student attaches themselves to the anchor before disconnecting their rappel 
device and that, once the Student is ready to continue rappelling, their rappel system is rigged 
correctly before they disconnect from the anchor. 

This transition is a new skill for the Students so the Instructor and Assistant on the intermediate 
ledge should provide guidance where necessary but are encouraged to let Students “figure it 
out for themselves” to some extent. They already have the skills to perform this task, they just 
may not realize it right away. 

Once the Student has re-rigged their rappel and proceeded to the ground, the student should be 
directed to pull the rope, coils it, wait to perform a fireman’s belay for the next student, and 
proceed to the top to return the rope and get their Green Book signed off. 

Double Rope Belay Station 
The Double Rope Belay Station both tests existing skills and introduces a new skill. The 
Students should already be familiar with how to belay a leader and must keep their brake hand 
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on the rope. Students should also be attempting to maintain the proper amount of slack in the 
system, even if they struggle with the mechanics of paying out and taking in double ropes. 

Types of ropes 
Students should be told about the 3 different types of ropes and that some ropes are certified for 
use in multiple categories. Note that all the ropes they’ve used in Rock Program up to this point 
are Single ropes. 

The usual differences between the different types of ropes are as follows: 

 Single Rope Twin Ropes Half Ropes 

Symbol 
   

Protection One rope through all 
protection 

Both ropes through all 
protection 

Alternate clipping 
protection with one 
rope then the other 

Expected Weight Lightest (unless 
bringing an extra rope) 

Intermediate Heaviest 

Expected Stretch Least Intermediate Most 

Expected Lifespan Most Least Intermediate 

Expected Fall 
Distance 

Normal Normal Potentially Reduced if 
falling while trying to 
clip. 

Redundancy None Increased (2 ropes 
through 1 set of 
protection) 

Most (2 ropes through 
2 sets of protection) 

Rope Drag Normal Normal Strategic gear 
placement can reduce 
drag without long 
runners 

Rappelling ½ the length of the rope
(unless bringing an 
extra rope) 

Full length of shortest 
rope strand 

Full length of shortest 
rope strand 

Parties of 3 Leader ties into 2 ropes 
to belay 2 followers 
simultaneously but the 
leader is only belayed 
on one strand at a time. 
Can also have the 1st 
follower bring a tag line 
to belay the 2nd 
follower with. 

Both followers can be 
belayed 
simultaneously. 

Both followers can be 
belayed 
simultaneously. 
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Note that 2 single ropes should never be used simultaneously to belay a leader, they may stop 
a lead fall too quickly, shock loading the climber and gear. If a leader wants to bring up 2 
followers simultaneously using single ropes they can tie into both ropes but should only be 
belayed on one of them with the other left slack during the climb. 

An alternative method for 3-person parties with single ropes is Caterpillar where the leader 
climbs with only one rope and then the 1st follower climbs while trailing a slack rope. The 2nd 
follower climbs on the rope trailed by the first follower once it is set up for a top belay. 

Many climbers do not strictly adhere to the rule about alternating clips with half ropes, instead 
making multiple clips with one rope if it is convenient to reduce rope drag. This is usually not an 
approved use of these ropes by the manufacturers and is done at the climber’s own risk. 

While some ropes are certified for use as both half or twin ropes a climber may not change 
“modes” during a climb. Switching back and forth between half and twin modes during a climb 
may lead to rope failure in a lead fall as the ropes stretch unevenly from their different routings 
when used as half ropes and create friction where they share carabiners from their use as twin 
ropes. Utilizing 2 carabiners, one for each rope, on a single piece of protection can be used as a 
way to keep half ropes separated when it is necessary to only use a single gear placement. 

As with any piece of specialized climbing equipment, climbers should read and be familiar with 
the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Belaying Process 
Show the Students how to belay on double ropes. This should be done in “half rope” mode as 
this will be the most complicated and unfamiliar of the techniques. 

Explain that the belayer must maintain the proper amount of slack in both strands of the rope 
(short-roping a leader on one strand of a double-rope set up is just as bad as short-roping them 
on a single rope). This will be the same “smile” in the rope as used for single rope lead belaying. 

Point out that slack may need to be fed out on one rope while slack needs to be taken in on the 
other (e.g. after a lead climber has clipped a piece of protection above their head with one rope 
and is climbing towards it). Emphasize that control needs to be maintained over both strands 
while slack is being taken in or paid out on one or the other. 

Student Belay 
Provide each student with 2 ropes and a leader for a mock lead. For this purpose the mock lead 
should be done on easy 3rd class terrain (e.g. the scramble to the top of Knights Wall at Quincy 
Quarries) and a pair of single ropes can be used as there is no real fall danger. A belay coach 
should remain with the Student during the climb and the leader should pretend to clip gear as if 
they are using half ropes. 

The belay coach should monitor the belayer to verify that the Students: 

● Gives out slack on ropes appropriately as the leader climbs. 
● Gives out slack on one rope when the leader clips a piece of protection and takes in any 

extra slack after the piece is clipped. 
● Maintains control of the belay as they let out or take in slack on one rope. 
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